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0 ur political marketing of democracy in Russia and other parts of the
former Soviet empire has been dogmatic in its attempted export of an
idealized notion of Western capitalist democraty. And al] too often our
conceptual imaging of political development(s) has a mechanical acontextual
cast. 1 have in mind rational choice notions along with the
"transitology/consolidology" literature.
In their place I propose a perspective that takes the nation as its starting
point, and characterizes the nation as a partially conflictual trinity comprised of
state, civic, and ethnic forces whose respective weight, character, and relations
are fundamentally shaped by the incidente of individual or corporate identities in
society. This conceptual perspective simultaneously relativizes the civic (or
democratic) dimension of national development, and relates it integrally and
problematically to state, ethnic, and socio-cultural forces. Framed in this
manner, national (dis)organization in Russia and other countries of the former
Soviet empire manifests itself as a political gestalt of state. civic, and ethnic
fragmentation (not differentiation or relativization), the weakness of civic and
state forces, and the relative strength of ethnic forces.
The Past
This gestalt can best be understood by factors that Guillermo O'Donnell telis us
to dismiss. O'Donnell argues that "recent typologies of the new democracies
based on characteristics of the preceding authoritarian regime and/or on the
modalities of Che first transition have little predictive power concerning what
happens after the first democratically elected government has been installed.' 11
wish to argue that quite the reverse is true; that in order to understand the
substantial political disconnection between electoral regimes and the privatized
societies they co-exist with, as well as the overall pattern of national
fragmentation in the former Soviet empire, one must start with the type of
regime that dominated the crea for nearly half a century in Eastern Europe and
three-quarters of a century in Russia.
Leninist regimes politically conflated and confused state and civic elements
by simultaneously compressing and isolating them within the confines of a
monopolistic party organization.2 Political coordination was dependent on a
central point of authority, e.g., the oblast secretary, the general secretary in each
country. or Moscow Center for the Bloc as a whole. This form of organization
has a fancy conceptual name, "pooled interdependence." But its practical
significante is that when the center fails, nothing else exists to hold the parts
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together authoritatively.' Without an authoritative center, mutual isolation
hecomes general fragmentation. Without a powerful center, individually weak
parts no longer add up to a powerful whole. Individual weakness becomes
generalized weakness.4 The institutional breakdown-a concept as telling as, or
more telling than, "transition"-of the Soviet party left its constituent social,
political, and economic parts of the regime weak and fragmented. Political,
social. and economic relations became and remain tenuous, ad hoc, and
instrumental. State and civic orientations existed; state and civic institutions did
not. Only in Poland were civic forces robust, not anemic. Outside of Poland
there were no institutional sanctuaries, no democratic "Yenans" where political
forces could articulate, associate, coagulate, and test themselves in partisan
"combat" as alternative, distinct, nascent institutions.5

But how do you explain the relative strength of ethnic orientations and
forces in the aftermath of the Leninist extinction? Any explanation must begin
with the recognition that neotraditional Leninist institutions "fused" work,
health, politics, vacations, and residente in a single unit-the kollektiv (in
China the danwei). The destruction of these neotraditional institutions created a
social-psychological disposition, for many an imperative, to select a proximate,
comparable identity that offered predictability, protection, resources, and
"wholeness." Ethnicity fills those quasi-corporate needs.' Second, and much less
recognized, is the fact that Communist parties were themselves ethnic-like in
definition and character. While for the most part genuinely opposed to ethnicity
as a central, let alune primary, base of political or social identity,' party
organization, like ethnic organization, combined the formal equality of its
members with corporate opposition to outside social groups, who were viewed as
lesser not simply other. Bolshevik membership and identification
unintentionally and effectively sustained the idea, the experience of, ami
familiarity with a corporate, quasi-ethnic identity, in Russia and throughout the
Soviet empire.
A third powerful and (again) unintentional reinforcement of ethnic identity
in al¡ Leninist regimes was Stalin's idea of "socialism in one country." In effect,
"socialism in one country" conflated ethnic and ideological identity. 1 don't mean
it simply provided cover for an unreconstructed Russian ethnic identity. Rather,
the idea and practice of "socialism in one country" subtly reinforced the latent
strength of ethnic identity by assimilating it to an ideoloeical one. A striking
example of this was the expression in the early 1930s that "one Russian tractor
is worth ten foreign Communists." The replication in Eastern Europe of the
Soviet model meant that "socialism in each country" provided the same Iargely
unintended and latent support for ethnic parochialism found in the Soviet
Union.' To be sure, regimes varied significantly in the degree to which this
parochialism became manifest. However, as a latent mode of identification it was
unintentionally but continuously sustained by one of the Soviet bloc's defining
features. Fourth, during the neotraditional period of Brezhnev's rule, when party
impersonalism disintegrated in favor of party nepotism, the affinity of party
organization, membership, and policy with family and ethnic identity often
became literal and explicit.
Currently, ethnicity has greater success than state or civic frames of
reference in making membership and identity claims in many parts of the former
Soviet empire. However, political ethnicity itself is relatively weak, even if in
certain instantes violently weak.' One must balance the relative strength of
ethnic feeling and organization with the reality of ethnic parochialization and
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fragmentation. A reality that in Czechoslovakia was handled without violence, in
Georgia with prolonged violence, and in Bosnia with genocidal violence. The
common denominator in the former Soviet empire is the polytheistic
fragmentation of the national trinity. State, civic, and ethnic political forces
confront each other as shards in a fragmented, not shares in an integrated, nation.
And the shards themselves are internally fragmented. This pattern of state, civic,
and for that matter ethnic weakness and fragmentation is due in good part to the
peculiar and novel organization of the Leninist polity.
A second contributing factor has to do with the way in which the
constituent nations of the former Soviet empire became independent. Everywhere
but in Poland the Leninist extinction was the result of a political breakdown not
breakthrough.` Nowhere, except in Poland, did one see the creation and
elaboration of a new "way of life," of what Toynbee called an "interna¡
proletarias" challenging a "dominant minority."And even in Poland it took
Soviet disorganization to create the conditions for a revived Polish breakthrough.
If one wishes to explain the fragmentation of state, civic, and ethnic forces-the
weakness of the first, the fragility of the second, and the volatility of the thirdone must appreciate the brief duration, limited scope, and elite character of
political opposition to the Soviet and other Leninist regimes prior to their
extinction.''`
An historical comparison might help. After World War II, a group of
formally independent "third world" regimes emerged whose institutional
fa4ades-whether "democratic" or "LeninistC`-failed to either disguise or
transform what in fact were ethnically, regionally, religiously, and politically
fragmented societies. Relatively passive decolonization produced weak states and
weaker nations.
In contrast, the longer, more intense and comprehensive resistance to alien
rule is, the greater the likelihood of creating a tested, mutually tolerant leadership
that will select and create a set of political practices. ideological tenets, and
nascent institutions that resonate culturally and socially with strategic parts of
the indigenous population-if not with international funding agencies.
Prolonged and overt resistance provides the occasion for effecting a "fit" between
the innovational qualities of the polity in nuce and strategic elements of the
existing society. It favors the appearance of a "practical ideology": one that is
more than a pure or formal statement of proposed identity. A "practical ideology"
is one "through which effective organization can he created."" In this regard,
consider Communist China's Yenan, democratic Poland's Solidarity experiences,
and the ANC-SACP experience in South Africa. The significance of a "fit"
between a new regime's political features and strategic facets of a society's
culture should be obvious to al] but the most extreme political voluntarists. A
political constitution's integrity depends on a complementary social
constitution. This is what Durkheim meant when he said: "whenever we find
ourselves in the presence of a governmental system endowed with great authority
we must seek the reason for it, not in the particular situation of the governing,
but in the nature of the societies they govern." Finally, the extent to which
prolonged and overt resistance transforma existing social organization in the
direction of a more individuated population the greater the potential for a liberal
democracy. Individualism is liberty practically constituted. It is the necessary
basis for a stable and viable liberal democracy. Consequently, the degree to
which traditional corporate identities have, in Deutschian terms, heen uprooted,
the greater the socio-cultural potential for individualism and consequent support
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for a liberal democratic polity.'6
However, for most countries in the former Soviet bloc, independence carne
quickly and unexpectedly. This is not to ignore those who fought corrupt
tyrannical rule, the substantial difference between the Baltics and the Balkans, or
between the Romanian and Czechoslovak "exit." It is to say that overall
resistance was brief, not particularly intense or socially comprehensive. It is to
say that resistance throughout the arca was largely private and oblique. Private
and oblique. rather than public and explicit, opposition creates a feeble base for a
democratic nation. Consider Russia!

The Present
Less than a decade ago, Russia had the world's third largest economy and largest
conventional armed (orces. It was one of only two global thermonuclear powers
in history, and exercised international control or influence from Cuba to China
to Czechoslovakia to Congo-Brazzaville. Today, Russia is politically,
economically, socially, and in most respects, militarily weak. Since tire failed
coup against Gorbachev and Yeltsin in August 1991, politicál fragmentation has
characterized Russian political life. Initially, its most striking expression was
the split between President Yeltsin and a Parliament led by his former
supporters, Ruslan Khasbulatov and Aleksander Rutskoi. It took Yeltsin until
October 1993 to find the occasion and support to overcome this opposition, two
years to get his military chief, General Grachev, to agree to attack the
opposition. two years to find four divisions in the entire former Soviet armyTula, Kantemirovsky, Dzherzhinsky, and Kaman-to attack his weak,
fragmented opponents. On the Parliament side, the forces around Khasbulatov
and Rutskoi amounted for the most part to a mob of ex-Soviet soldiers who had
fought in Afghanistan, some right-wing nationalists , old Communists, young
hoodlums, and a small number of democrats.
Perhaps the most remarkable thing about the Yeltsin and parliamentary
forces was their respective weakness. The encounter between a Yeltsin unable to
command or count on regional support, and an equally isolated Parliament had
more in common with an inner city gang battle or Latin American coup than the
resolution of "dual power" t la 1917, let alone the historical encounter between
Parliament and king in seventeenth century England. A critical question at the
time was whether or not General Grachev could or weuld use the political
leverage gained by delivering crucial military support to Yeltsin in fall 1993 to
restore central discipline in the army, or even attempt to displace Yeltsin.
Neither outcorne was likely. This hattle for Moscow was the opposite of those
fought against Napoleon and Hitler. It was too short, too easy, and most of all
an embarrassing victory for Grachev and Yeltsin.
Russian military weakness parallels and interacts with Russian political
weakness. There is no unified, disciplined, self-confident Russian military. Little
more than a year ago, the ground forces commander, Sernenov, "stated that the
Russian army was deteriorating to the level of a Third World arrny." Low
morale. lack of discipline, crimes by the military and against military personnel,
low budgets, inadequate training. no operational strategic doctrine, and an
extraordinarily high degree of negligence in connection with weapons have
combined to produce what one expert describes as a growing cense of
hopelessness, a "feeling that the situation is deteriorating across the board to the
point where collapse of the army is becoming a possibility."

In certain respects, the Russian army resembles a feudal army whose head
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has to hargain with rather than order his commanders. In fact, at least one of
them, General Lebed, former commander of the Fourteenth Army and now
prospective presidential candidate, acted like a sovereign warlord or nineteenthcentury colonial governor in the self-proclaimed mini-state of Transdniestria. The
recent war waged by Moscow against one of its provinces, Chechnya, provides a
striking example of Russia's violent weakness. An arca of less than two million
people that "South Carolina like" declared its independence three years ago from
Russia has successfully prevented the Russian army-one that fifty years ago
defeated Nazi Germany-from subduing it." In the course of Russia' s invasion
of Chechnya, the political and military fragmentation of Russia's leaders and
institutions were on full display. At least seven generals openly attacked the war,
while the president of the Chuvash region allowed his region's servicemen to
refuse to fight.'9
Russia is economically weak. There is of course the enormously difficult
task of transforming a neotraditional political economy into a capitalist market
economy. This task is complicated by the simultaneous use of opposed types of
economic exchange-monetary and barter-and related attempts of greater or
lesser ingenuity to somehow combine local autarchy with an open economy. It
is further complicated by the unequal competition between weak indigenous
representatives of market capitalism and powerful alliances of criminal, crony,
and political capitalism, an excellent example being "Godfather" Chernomyrdin's
"family members," Gazprom, the new governmental political party Our Home Is
Russia, and Oleg Boiko of the Big Eight. This pattern is replicated at the
regional level, a striking example being Primorsky Krai where on his
appointment governor Yevgeny Nazdratenko "managed to appoint a new team in
his administration in which a number of deputies were, at the same time, leading
executive members of the joint stock company PAKT."2" Nazdratenko and his
khoroshie rehiata evaded taxes, embezzled public funds, and continue to
monopoliza political power 2'
A critical element in the syndrome of Russian weakness is the relative but
substantial external and interna] weakness of the Russian state. Certainly, the
novelties and difficulties in Russia's domestic political economy are exacerbated
by Yeltsin's neocolonial dependence on Western political as well as economic
capital, loans, and finance; on the slew of Western ideological and political
designations and expectations accompanying them. If, as I once suggested,
neocolonialism refers to the "premature but imperative adoption of a political
format for which the appropriate social base is lacking,"22 then one should
expect, and indeed find , ingenious instances of dissimulation by Russian
officials: formalistic, ritual-like use of democratic phrases and organizational
facades to accommodate Western expectations.
More significantly, Yeltsin, as the leader of Russia's state administration, is
unable to exercise regular personal or official authority over Russia 's eighty-nine
regions-a situation caused in part by the very successful strategy he pursued in
becoming Russia's president. While many point correctly to Yeltsin's
authoritarian, anti-constitutional, and anti-democratic actions, to his cabal-like
group of personal advisors, and to the role of former party apparatchiki in the
central administration, they don't adequately emphasize what a weak authoritarian
he is. It isn 't simply his illness and the continuity it provides with the late
Soviet pattern of leadership decrepitude;2; it is his inability to centralize and
command. In fact any analogy-even one as evocative and substantial as that
recently elaborated by Vladimir Shtapentokh-between the current Russian state
and medieval feudalism may be too generous.`'
2 It is not at all clear that Yeltsin's
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missi dominici are as effective as Charlemagne's in the ninth century . 25 Not all
governors were as badly mauled as Vladimir Kuznetsov, the first governor of
Primorsky Krai, or Vasily Dyakonov in the Krasnodar region,26 by resilient,
adaptive. mutually connected "political companions " frona the former Soviet
regime , khoroshie rehiata , whose alliances are bounded by past career experience.
shared political style , mutual recognition , comparable situations , and personal
ambitions. But Kuznetsov's and Dyakonov ' s experiences do speak to the relative
hut genuine weakness of the Russian state . It weakly approximates 'Weber's
notion oí' a political-administrative entity characterized by a ``monopoly of
[legitimatel force ... compulsory jurisdiction and . . . continuous operation."2'
The Russian state's effectiveness is intermittent: at this point it is incapable of
maintaining Russia's territorial integrity (witness Chechnya), and its actions are
inconsistent and arbitrary . So, when my colleague Steve Fish correctly argues
that the Russian state places " severe limits on the degree and quality of popular
political participation and control over the state ," the point is not strong
state/weak democracy . The point is weak state/weaker derocracy . For as Fish
notes, " while commands issue relentlessly from an overweening center [they]
stick only irregularly : and central authorities , while undoubtedly constituting the
strongest organ in the body politic, are rarely capable o[ fully implementing
their policies and realizing their goals in the country as a whole.j2X
Today, Russia is a "pre-feudal " polity not made up in the first instance of
"consolidating " democrats , or even stahle let alone authoritative hierarchies of
state patrons and clients , but of overlapping , interacting , and splitting central and
regional cliques of political companions , practically ( not authoritatively)
constrained by inertia, fear, and self-interest . 29 1 prefer the terms "companions"
and "khoroshie rehiata " to networks , clans , and regional politicians . Network has
a universal , acontextual quality that fails to capture the ethos of political
groupings in Russia . Clan is colorful and its traditional connotation is more
valuable than the more misleading idea of regional politicians with its sense that
one is dealing with midwestern Republicans. However, clan implies a degree of
hierarchy, persistence , and loyalty that doesn ' t appear te characterize Russian
n
politics.3

The Future
The incidence of crime, democratic mimicry," feeble state decrees, "companion"
politics, and overall violent weakness speak to the absence of authoritative
political, military, and economic institutions; to the prevalence of what
Durkheim referred to as exchanges, conventions, and "mutualism."32 This
absence of authoritative institutions eliciting legitimate support, and/or powerful
institutions compelling obedience explains the remarkable success to date of the
politically hysterical and vulgar Vladimir Zhirinovsky. Zhirinovsky is a classic
example of a plehescitarian demagogue, who, due to the absence oí' disciplining
state and puhlic institutions, can directly focus the mass emotions of rnillions
who are disoriented, frustrated. angry. and in many cases, desperate. However. the
absence oí- disciplining power- generating institutions simultaneously lessens his
ability to translate mass anger into personal tyranny.33

The imperative confronting Russia is to create powerful and authoritative
institutions out (Pf and in opposition to the existing set of weakly articulated and
bounded political and economic exchanges; to institutionally coagulate weakly
clotted political, social, and economic practices.31 1 will use an historical analogy
to analytically annotate this point. In the eighth century, there were a number oí'
fragmented. violent, but relatively weak Viking war bands in northern France.
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They lacked central organization and an authoritative leader. They had no clear
purpose other than raiding and looting, and no clear institutional identity.
However, within a relatively short period of time, seventy-five years, a
territorially bounded, institutionally coherent, and self-confidently named entity,
the Normans, emerged. They quickly became the most powerful and innovative
people in all of Europe.' Why did the Normans succeed? More generally. how
do some societies, or groups in society succeed in articulating an ideological
purpose, defining it politically, and translating the ideological and political
"word" into institutional "flesh"; while other societies succeed only in
maintaining the basic routines of social, economic, and administrative life; and
still others don't manage even that?31

Currently Russia is more "Viking" than "Norman." And an examination of
Russian life provides little evidence of forces working to transform Russia's
uncivil and uncivic "Viking" politicians, businessmen, and climate of violent
weakness into "Norman" self-confidence, stability, and development. If anything,
the background conditions of Russian life suggest the opposite. It is hard to
grasp the fact that the average life expectancy for Russian men is now said to be
less than sixty years." According to published reports, Russia is the first
industrial country where in the absence of war, famine, and disease, deaths now
exceed births by some 800,000. Death rates are up due to suicide, alcoholism,
and accompanying industrial accidents. And it seems there are only six districts
in Russia that continue to grow demographically at historical rates.'8
In these circumstances, what probable political futures can one outline? One
possibility is the incremental success and consolidation of democratic and
capitalist practices. However, if a stable and viable liberal democratic regime
requires a social constitution based on the individual as the most consistent base
for autonomous interest groups, a legally constituted order, and a political class
and citizenry who behave in a politically tolerant manner, then Russia needs
more than economic growth and political stability. It needs a cultural revolution.
But, if in general revolutions are rare, then cultural revolutions are rarest of all
(and as Stalin. Mao and Hitler demonstrated, they can be genocidal, not
democratic). This is not to say there is no support for democracy in Russia. One
can point to the significant electoral support democratic figures, organizations,
and platforms received in the 1993 elections. "Democratic" parties gamered
around 30 percent of the vote. But the quotation marks are as significant as the
vote. And the recent much weaker showing'v of liberal parties should be followed
by exclamation marks, not quotation marks. Only two Russian democratic
parties-Yavlinsky's Yabloko and Gaidar's DVR--nave articulated national
organizations. The democratic media has a largely Muscovite and Petersburg
audience. Democratic leaders act more like notables than politicians, seem unable
to sacrifice their egos in favor of joint democratic organization,`, and while
intermittently they demonstrate a practica] capacity for mutual forbearance, there
is little evidence of a politically tolerant elite culture. This is one reason that
"more than three-quarters of Russians do not identify with any political panty.""
Indeed, one is justified in wondering to what degree Russian democrats are like
(or likely to become) the Milyukov Trotsky once described. "The goal of ¡lis
party was always the triumph in Russia of European civilization. But the farther
he went, the more he feared those revolutionary paths upon which the Western
people were traveling. His `Westernism' therefore reduced itself to an impotent
envy of the West."42 The point is not simply that Western democracy is an
unlikely outcome in Russia. More troubling is the difficulty I have in discerning
the base for even an unstable Russian democracy.
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A second possible Russian future involves more political and territorial
(i.e.. regional) fragmentation, until a point is reached where political and
economic units with nondivisive membership, centralized power, and integral
economies are finally delineated.
A third possibility that should be seriously considerad is a successful war
followed by the emergente of a stable, even legally based, authoritarian Russian
regime. Sooner or later, wars produce winners whose confidente is greater for
having risked, fought, and won. Military winners are likely lo have the authority
lo stabilize their country. And military victory often speaks to the winner's
greater competence and originality, qualities that might facilitate political,
social. and economic development. But some wars, like chronic illnesses, can
persist for a long time without resolution. Furthermore, a victory by the weak
over the weak (Russia over Chechnya) may not add significantly to Russia's
resources or confidente. Plus, in the contemporary world there is a unique
problem attached to wars fought by a country that has nuclear weapons. The
possession of nuclear weapons may be the only strength an otherwise weak
country has, but one it can't use precisely because that would threaten genuinely
powerful countries.
A fourth possibility is that Russia will become Europe's national ghetto. A
Russian society marked by extremes of luxury and poverty, by acts of violent
weakness and more "scavenger" than civil features." A Russian elite that
combines and confuses criminal, political, and entrepreneurial behaviors, and a
regime made up of unstable, unpredictable, persistently feeble authoritarian and
dernocratic contradictions is a dangerous political laboratory in good measure
because Russia is not North Korea, let alone Myanmar-countries whose
greatest threat is to themselves. Unlike them, Russia iremains an industrial,
technological. thermonuclear, scientific, high- culture society. If enough educated
and skilled Russians respond to perceived ghetto conditions and status with
frustration, embarrassment, resentment, and rage, then one might see
Zhirinovsky as a John the Baptist figure prefiguring someone much more
powerful. but not benign. One slightly reassuring consideration even in this
bleak scenario is that constructing a regime of rage from the elemental social,
political, and economic realities of contemporary Russia is almost as difficult a
task as "consolidating" capitalist democracy.
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